PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Approval in principle for Steady Top Feeder solution
Rotterdam, Netherlands – December 19, 2018 - London Offshore Consultants (LOC) has provided
Barge Master and GustoMSC with an approval in principle for the work method of their Steady Top
Feeder solution. This independent and impartial acceptance is an important next step in
implementing this solution in US offshore wind projects.
Barge Master and GustoMSC asked LOC to act as if they were appointed as the marine warranty
surveyor of an offshore wind project and on that basis to assess whether the solution of the Steady
Top Feeder is in principle acceptable to them. This week LOC gave their formal approval of this work
method.
‘The reviewed procedure is found to be acceptable at this stage of project development as a principle.
LOC believes that with detailed HAZID and other normal project review processes for a live project this
approach could be approved’, says Peter Croll, Renewables London Offshore Consultants.
Barge Master and GustoMSC will continue their constructive discussions with the relevant parties
involved in the earliest US offshore wind farm developments, bringing the Steady Top Feeder
solution a step closer to realization.
The Steady Top Feeder solution
Earlier this year Barge Master and GustoMSC engaged in a partnership to jointly develop and market
the Steady Top Feeder concept. The Steady Top Feeder solution allows the contractor responsible for
installation of the turbines at an offshore wind farm location to have the components delivered
offshore next to the jack-up and under the hook of the crane. The motions of the seagoing barge are
compensated by the BM-T700 platforms. This enables lift off from a steady platform thereby
maximizing safety and uptime of the offshore feeder operations.
The concept is of special use to the future installation contractor that will construct wind farms such
as the Vineyard Wind project offshore the US East Coast while adhering to the requirements of the
Jones Act, because existing Jones Act compliant barges can be used for the solution.
The collaboration is based on Barge Master’s proven BM-T700 platform and GustoMSC’s experience
in delivering designs and equipment for more than 250 offshore units. Although GustoMSC sees
sufficient potential for larger purpose-built Jones Act compliant installation jack-ups to cope with the
expected increase in turbine size, weights and hub heights, the company sees the Steady Top Feeder
Barge as a solid solution for the first wave of US projects within the remaining timeframe.
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Barge Master animation U.S. offshore feedering solution: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LC1jQjRNYVM
London Offshore Consultants: https:www//loc-group.com

